Word Worx
(April 17, 2022)

The Word Worx factory has been welding together
specialty words for its literary customers for over a
century.
As a factory worker, your job is to collect letters and
assemble them into longer and longer words. Customers
pay top dollar for the longest words. However, watch out
for coworkers who will steal letters from your unfinished
words as you lengthen them.
Word Worx is a word game where two to six players
collect letters to build successively longer words as
defined by their secret manifests. Win with the most,
expensively-welded words.
COMPONENTS:
126 cards composed of 90 letter cards (with single and
bigram letters), 24 manifest cards, six bonus indicators.
GOAL:
Get the most points after one or more rounds of game
play.

SETUP:
•
•
•
•
•

Separate the three sets of cards
Shuffle the letter cards
Deal five letter cards to each player
Deal five more cards face up as the assembly line
Place the remaining cards in a stack face up as the
draw pile to complete the assembly line of six spots
• Shuffle the secret manifest cards, giving one to each
player
• Shuffle the secret bonus indicator cards and give one
to each player.
• Pick a player to go first.

GAME PLAY:
Playing clockwise, on each turn, a player:

.

• Picks up one or two cards from the assembly line,
replacing any “holes” with cards from the draw pile
• Optionally steals a card to make an immediate word
• Optionally lays down word(s) from their hand
• Optionally rearranges words already laid down
• Optionally locks or unlocks their word(s).

If the player has less than five cards in their hand, the
player must draw sufficient cards from the draw pile to
replenish their hand. If the player has more than five
cards in their hand, the player must discard the excess
into a common discard pile.
Order of Operations Summary:
•
•
•
•

Pick up card(s) from the assembly line
Steal a card
Make your word(s)
Replenish/maintain five cards.

Number of Rounds
With two or three players, you will probably only need to
play once to determine a winner. With four or more
players, play an additional round to get a final score.

FORMING WORDS:
Words are formed from letters in the player’s hand or
those already laid down. The player can play any valid
word, whether or not it is in their manifest. However,
only words in the manifest will yield maximum points.
You can make and rearrange as many words as you like
during this word formation phase.
STEALING A LETTER:
A player can steal a single card from another player’s
exposed word(s) under the following conditions:
• The word’s remaining letters can still be rearranged
into a valid word (eg STAR – [S] = ART)
• The remaining word has at least two letters
• The stolen card must be immediately incorporated
into an existing word or dropped into a new word.
TEMPORARILY LOCKING A WORD:
A player can prevent letter theft by locking an exposed
word. Place your manifest card upside down across one
exposed word to be locked. You can add or remove the
card at any time.

PERMANENTALY LOCKING A WORD:
Lock a word that matches one in your manifest by
flipping all of its cards upside down. The cards cannot be
used afterwards.
MANIFEST CARDS:
Manifest cards contain six numbered sets of words. Each
set contains four successively longer anagrams.
Starting with the three-letter word, letters are added to
form four-, five- and six-letter words with increasing
value.
Manifest cards are also used to lock exposed words to
prevent theft.
You can attempt to make and score any of the words in
your manifest.
ENDING A ROUND:
The round ends when the draw pile has been exhausted.
Each player has one chance to make words from the
letters remaining in their hand. Letters can be
rearranged from words already laid out.

SCORING WORDS:
Words are scored at the end of a round. For each word
matching one in the manifest, score the indicated points.
For each word not in the manifest, score two points.
Deduct one point for every card left in their hand.
BONUS POINTS:
Each player holds a secret bonus indicator. Words made
that match their respective manifest number (1-6) are
scored based on the bonus multiplier.
The sets are numbered 1-6 to correspond with bonus
indicators.
For example, if “HASTE” was made, instead of scoring 15
points, it would yield 30 points with a 2x bonus card:

NOTES: The assembly line includes the draw pile. Once in
replenishment phase, cannot make a word.
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